This paper focuses on the modeling of assembly supply chain (ASC) systems in order to establish a framework generating topological classes of ASCs. Subsequently, structural parameters of the networks levels are explored with the aim to generate all possible nonrepeated ASC structures. In this paper, we also define several structural complexity metrics indicators, such as the index of vertex degree that is adopted from the Shannon´s entropy theory as well as other pertinent complexity indicators. After the application of these indicators to ASC structures, we benchmark complexity indicators based on predefined criteria. Research results are especially applicable at the early configuration design stage to make a decision about a suitable networked manufacturing structure that will satisfy the production functional requirements and will make managerial tasks simpler and more cost effective.
Introduction
Assembly supply chains usually contain of several production entities that all produce differentiated and/or undifferentiated products. Each element of such supply chain may use several inputs to produce its product. Most industries are practicing so called modular models of assembly systems since they bring higher benefits or less disadvantages than non modular concepts. In the modular assembly system, the final assembler allocates product modules to intermediate subassemblers in order to reduce the complexity of the final assembly process. The paper's scope covers the complexity analysis of assembly supply chain networks and systems. As it can be intuitively predicted, increasing number of components and technologies of assembly systems significantly contributes to the complexity of ASC networks. It is also known that growing complexity of any network puts great strains on the entire management systems. Therefore, the supply chain complexity assessment becomes a major challenge for practitioners and researchers. There are several different methodological approaches that can be effectively utilized in conducting analyses of supply chain complexity. Our first objective in this study is to present a framework for generating topological classes of ASCs. Subsequently, structural parameters of the assembly networks are identified in order to specify input data for complexity measures calculation. Then, we describe selected existing approaches to complexity assessment of ASC structures and present a novel indicator, so called, Modified flow complexity. Finally, a comparison of the complexity indicators based on predefined criteria is performed and a reference model for defining complexity level of ASC networks is outlined.
Related Works
There are a lot of research works on the problem of structural complexity of manufacturing systems. For example, Blecker et al [1] points out that "the structural complexity arises from the fixed nature of products, structures, and processes, whereas the dynamic complexity is caused by external and internal sources within the operation, such as variations in dates and amounts due to material shortness, machine breakdowns, or insufficient supplier reliability". Deshmukh et al. [2] and Sivadasan et al. [3] defined structural SC complexity as complexity that deals with schedule variety and operational complexity that deals with uncertainty -deviation from the schedule. Wilding [4] described a 'supply chain complexity triangle' which includes deterministic chaos, parallel interactions and demand amplification to understand the generation of uncertainty within supply chains. Three basic dimensions of SC complexity that linkage the uncertainty with performance were identified in the work presented by Milgate [5] .
Crippa et al. [6] , used the following initial assumption to measure complexity in SC. Complexity in any system is directly related to relationship between its elements such as plants, supplier distributors etc. Accordingly, they developed several alterations to measure topological complexity of supply chains. Conceptually similar metrics based on topological analysis of SC networks was performed by Németh and Foldesi [7] . Related aspects on business performance measurement and control were treated, for example, in [8] , [9] , [10] , and [11] .
In practical and theoretical approaches to system complexity issues it is useful to remember the Ashby's formulation [12] that "every good regulator of a system must be a model of that system." This principle can be also used in diagnosis of failures of complex systems. Complexity of systems has many facets, some of which are mutually correlated. For example, Kolmogorov complexity [13] , [14] is based on algorithmic information theory, which is related to Shannon entropy [15] . Both theories use the same unit the bit for measuring information. Shannon's information has been widely used in biological and ecological networks in the form of information indices, characterizing different aspects of chemical structure [16] , [17] and [18] . In this work we will prioritize an approach to complexity measurement based on information theory of entropy.
Modeling of ASC Networks
Assembly-type of supply chains is that one in which each node in the chain has at most one successor, but may have any number of predecessors. Such supply chain structures are convergent and can be divided into two types, modular and nonmodular. In the modular structure, the intermediate sub-assemblers are understood as assembly modules, while the nonmodular structure consists only from suppliers (initial nodes) and a final assembler (end node). The framework for creating topological classes of ASC networks follows the work of Hu et al., [19] who outlined the way forward to model possible supply chain structures with four original suppliers as shown in Figure 1 . Generating all possible combinations of structures brings enormous combinatorial difficulties. Thus, it is proposed here to establish a framework for creating topological classes of assembly supply chains for non-modular and modular ASC networks based on number of initial nodes respecting the following rules: The initial nodes in topological alternatives are allocated to possible tiers t l (l=1,...,m), except the tier t m , in which is situated a final assembler. The minimal number of initial nodes in the first tier t l equals 2.
Then, all possible structures for given number of initial nodes can be created. An example of generating the sets of structures for the classes with numbers of initial nodes from 2 to 7 is shown in Figure 2 . The numbers of all possible ASC structures for arbitrary class of a network can be determined by the following manner. We first need to calculate the sum of non-repeated combinations for each class of ASC structures through the so called the Cardinal Number [20] . The individual classes are determined by number of initial nodes (inputs) denoted by 'i'. Then, for any integer i 2, we denote by S(i) the finite set consisting of all q-tuples (i 1 , . . . , i q ) of integers i 1 , . . . , i q 2 with i 1 + · · · + i q i, where q is a non-negative integer.
The Cardinal Number #S(i) of S(i) is equal to p(i)−1, where p(i) denotes the number of partition of 'i', which increases quite rapidly with 'i'. For instance, for i = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, the cardinal numbers #S(i) are given respectively by 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 14, 21, 29, 41 [21] .Subsequently, for each non-repeated combination 'K', a multiplication coefficient "M" is assigned (see Figure 3) .
The multiplication coefficient "M" is determined in accordance with a combinatorial arrangement corresponding with an adjacent sequence A039809 [22] . Then, TM -Total combinations for a given class of ASC structures can be obtained.
Generating of non-repeated structures with vertex degrees
The following section consists of theoretical concepts and working definitions for the given research domain. General networks can be properly defined as well as effectively recognized as structural patterns by graph theory (GT). GT deals with the mathematical properties of structures as well as with problems of a general nature. In this context, a graph is a network of nodes (vertices) and links (edges) from some nodes to others or to themselves. Graph G consists of a set of V vertices, {V} {v 1 , v 2 , … , v V }, and the set of E edges, {E} {e 1 , e 2 , … , e E }. The edge {ij} is the path from vertex i and ends in vertex j. The number of the nearest-neighbors of a vertex i is termed vertex degree and denoted deg (v) .
The maximum degree of a graph G, denoted by (G), and the minimum degree of a graph, denoted by (G), are the maximum and minimum degree of its vertices. For a vertex, the number of head endpoints adjacent to a vertex is called the in-degree of the vertex and the number of tail endpoints is its out-degree. For a directed graph, the sum of the vertex indegree and out-degree is the vertex degree [23] . In this context it is needed to specify all relevant combinations of ASC networks related to the ASC classes that were described in the previous section 3. A fragment of such combinations that covers sufficient sizes of ASC models is shown in figure 3 . Fig. 3 . Determination of total combinations of ASC networks related to the given classes
Descriptions of indicators

Index of vertex degree (I vd )
According to Shannon's information theory, the entropy of information H( ) in describing a message of N system elements (or symbols), distributed according to some equivalence criterion into k groups of N 1 , N 2 ,…, N k elements, is calculated by the formula:
where p i specifies the probability of occurrence of the elements of the i th group.
Since it is of interest to characterize entropy of information of a network according to (1) , it is possible to substitute symbols or system elements for the vertices.
In order to define the probability for a randomly chosen system element i it is possible to formulate general weight function as p i = w i / w i , assuming that p i = 1. Considering the system elements, the vertices, and supposing the weights assigned to each vertex to be the corresponding vertex degrees, one easily distinguishes the null complexity of the totally disconnected graph from the high complexity of the complete graph [24] . Then, the probability for a randomly chosen vertex i in the complete graph of V vertices to have a certain degree deg(v) i can be expressed by formula:
Shannon defines information as:
where H max is maximum entropy that can exist in a system with the same number of elements.
Subsequently, the information entropy of a graph with a total weight W and vertex weights w i can be expressed in the form of the equation:
Since the maximum entropy is when all w i =1, then (6) Based on our previous comparison [25] of Vertex degree index with another complexity measures we can confirm that I vd meet given criteria for a complexity assessment of networks in best way.
Modified flow complexity (MFC)
Modified FC indicator combines Crippa's FC [6] together with Multi-Tier ratio (MTR) and index (MTI), and Multi-Link ratio (MLR). Using MTI, MTR and MLR we can determineα,β and γ coefficients. MFC basically counts all Tiers (including Tier 0), Nodes and Links and adds all these counts, weighted with determined α,β and γ coefficients. In MFC indicator, Nodes and Links are counted only once, even if they are repeated in graph. Presence of Nodes and Links repetition is included in coefficients. In mathematically term, the MFC indicator can be expressed as follows:
Where: N -Number of Nodes, TN -Number of Nodes per i-th Tier Level, L -Number of Links, LK -Number of Links per i-th Tier Level, T -Number of Tiers.
Supply chain length (LSC)
Nemeth and Foldesi [7] described Supply Chain Length (LSC) indicator and its extended definition. The LSC indicator takes besides number of nodes also number of links weighted by the complexity of links into consideration. It is mainly focused on material flows. The LSC indicator is expressed by the formula:
Where: c 1 , c 2 -coefficients that represent the technical and managerial level of vertices and edges, w S -weight corresponding the nature of node, P -path from the origin to the destination, V i -the vertices (nodes) in the path, A ij -the arcs (edges) in the path, D ij -distance in logistic terms (in this study it equals 1), f(D ij ) -the weight determined by the distance in logistic terms.
Comparing indicators for selected ASC structures
Data collection and computation of indicators
In order to deterministically collect data for computation of benchmarked indicators the following procedure was used. Firstly, it was decided that the whole sum of analyzed ASC structures will include classes of structures determined by i=2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. The total sum of such structural arrangements equals 358. Structures for testing from this set were selected in the following manner. For all considered ASC structures were identified data such as number of vertices (n), number of tiers (t), number of links (l) and set of vertex degrees (DL). Then, structures with the identical data sets were omitted. The rest of 59 structures used for the testing are described in Figure 4 . The structures for testing displayed in the mentioned figure are ordered according to increasing values of Vertex degree index. 
Reference model for defining complexity level of ASC networks
Basically, the comparison of complexity is of a relative and subjective nature. It is also clear that through a relative complexity metric we can compare the complexity of the existing configuration against the simplest one. Perhaps, the most important feature of the relative complexity metric is that we can apply this approach to other areas. For the purpose to establish a model of reference values we will determine upper bound values of structural complexity for selected classes of ASC structures. Such structures of selected classes with maximal levels of complexity can be represented by complete graphs, in which every pair of distinct vertices is connected by a unique edge. When we use for a determination of structural complexity of complete graphs the Vertex degree index, then one can determine upper bounds of configuration complexity for any ASC structure with a given number of vertices. Examples of a specification of upper bound values for selected complete graphs are available in figure 6. 
Conclusions
It is quite obvious that supply chain complexity can be explored from several different aspects and therefore the idea to find universal approach to the complexity metrics is rather elusive. However, the topicality of this issue is unabated, as the increased level of assembly supply chain complexity brings risks associated with increasing the time of development and manufacturing of products [26] . Proposed frameworks for generating classes of ASC networks allow mathematically exact determination of all relevant structure combinations that can be effectively used for benchmarking purposes. Developed structural complexity measure offers the alternative manners to find or create optimal assembly supply chain configurations.
